
Woman of Grey 

 

The night rattles like a hedge 

as she mutters and pushes in. 

The woman with a seam of light 

and blind as thorns. 

  

She moves along the edges here 

in a dream of something clear. 

The white lament of the moon 

in points and fingers. 

  

Something is behind her, dragging 

like a foot. And her hands 

are full of cold. It bleeds 

downward slowly as the stars. 

  

She bears a place—far and lost and floating 

its blue, uneven sea in the horizon. 

And faces—notched with forgetting, 

drifting in a singe of shadow. 

  

She is lighter there, and skilled, 

climbs the dark like an owl. In her stepping 

there are invisible others, entangled, 

a wading among forms that causes knowledge. 

  

It matters that there are other who are lost, 

other shapes not fastened like shade 

to the rhyme of heavy objects 

or the waterline of words. 

  



She will come to the garden finally, bearing 

the warm wind she has carried always on her back, 

the grey tent of love or rest—to be driven 

at its points and corners into the cold ground. 

 

Circles 

Dante envisions Heaven as a hierarchy of revolving circles based on 

proximity to God. 

  

What does it mean to be outside 

the circle spinning fast and close to Light? 

Outside the wall—the high and burning one? 

  

To hear through my apartness measured music, 

banks of candles, small at the flame and rustling, 

and the far roaring circles singing to the quiet ones? 

  

Is it less to come cool to the truth that rotates, 

to love the slow, grey sermon of the shadow 

praising the middle shapes? 

  

Is it wrong to fill time temperately like water, 

whirl mildly in the ash-white day, 

bend the color of moon with my longing? 

  

To be of the low and gradual, the small sources 

marking the shallow marsh with curves, 

the blue flood turning in unguarded spaces? 

  

To be the “everywhere” in “God is everywhere,” 

the unhurried motion shining the roughest stones? 

To make, by difference, the hottest light? 



 

Exile 

  

One minute I was there 

in all my faults, near the river, 

my shadow in the sand and cool light. 

  

A wildness of trees 

indifferent on the moving water. 

A sky alive in its waves. 

  

Whatever was wrong was far away. 

I was blooming 

and no one cared what I did. 

  

Then I was here, heavy and pale 

waiting like the stillness of bread. 

Watched and punished. The rising canceled 

and only the fear moving, 

  

Yes, there might be clearer water here 

and newer words for loss, 

but I live in the other words, 

old and imprecise and working. 

  

Nothing I can say here will be heard. 

What we need is a miracle, 

one not too hard or hard to believe, 

one that doesn’t take too long. 
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